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Figure 1: AVoidX in-game screenshots. The user aims to avoid the coming carved walls by striking appropriate poses. Collisions are
driven by the user’s volumetric representation instead of higher level metadata or projection-based techniques.

ABSTRACT

The recent advances in real-time volumetric capturing enable new
interaction paradigms in virtual environments. Volumetric represen-
tations can elevate the feeling of presence, and therefore increase
the user immersion by emplacing them within virtual environments
allowing them to occupy space. This research demonstration aims to
showcase the possibilities offered by real-time volumetric capturing
in an Augmented VR context. More specifically, a novel single-
player obstacle avoidance game is presented where the users try to
avoid collision with incoming carved walls by moving their actual
bodies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The advent of the original Microsoft Kinect in 2010 promised to
revolutionize the way humans interact with digital content through
its depth sensing and skeleton tracking capabilities. However, partial
noisy depth maps and occlusion-sensitive motion tracking prevented
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adoption in more mature solutions. Nevertheless, depth sensors are
reaching a technology readiness level that allows for their embedding
in advanced systems.

In this work, we aim to show the potential of integrated color and
depth sensors that allow for partial (single-view) volumetric data
capture. By leveraging multiple sensors surrounding the user we
can volumetrically reconstruct them and acquire digitized human
representations. We develop AVoidX, an Augmented VR [4] game
that emplaces volumetrically captured users in a game environment
that seeks to accentuate the feeling of presence. The goal of this
demonstration is to showcase the combined effect of i) visual pres-
ence, enabling a realistic representation of the users using their own
actual appearance in the VR environment; ii) spatial presence, that
accurately emplaces users within the virtual world in a life size scale;
and iii) interactive presence, enabling the bridging of the virtual
world with the physical space that the user occupies.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

AVoidX requires a technologically multi-disciplinary approach as
the overall system comprises an end-to-end volumetric video produc-
tion pipeline. Multiple sensors capture color and depth data, which
are fused in a live manner into a suitable representation. This rep-
resentation gets compressed, transmitted and eventually embedded
and rendered within a virtual game environment. The following sub-
sections describe the respective sub-systems that comprise the main
architectural blocks of the aforementioned pipeline, using a high-
level perspective and composing the technical outline of AVoidX,
presented in Fig. 2.

2.1 Portable Volumetric Capture
A publicly available1, decentralized multi-view sensor acquisition
sub-system [8] is used that consists of two main modules: the re-
mote eyes which serves data from a single sensor (i.e. viewpoint)
and the multi-view client that consolidates them and is responsible
for their spatial and temporal orchestration. The latter functionalities
rely on a structure-based multi-sensor calibration method [7] and
IEEE PTP 1588 protocol [3] (as the acquisition sub-system runs on
a local network), respectively. The multi-view client is responsible
for publishing temporally aligned frames as well as the spatial align-
ment metadata for each of the served sensor streams. Information
(i.e. control and data) exchange between the remote eyes and the
multi-view client is accomplished through a pub-sub broker.

1https://github.com/VCL3D/VolumetricCapture



Figure 2: High-level diagram of the end-to-end volumetric video pro-
duction pipeline and the AVoidX game.

From a hardware point of view, four sensor data serving agents
are used. Each one serves live streams from an Intel RealSense
D415 [5] sensor, each connected to a mini-PC host that is mounted
on the same tripod the sensors are. These are placed at 90o angle
intervals perimetrically covering a capturing space where the user
will be placed. A laptop hosts the multi-view client, while connec-
tivity is wired via a 1Gbps switch. In addition, custom PCB board
based synchronization cables ensure synced hardware triggering for
frame acquisition from all the sensors, while commodity packaging
boxes are used for assembling the calibration structure. Overall, the
capturing system is low-cost and portable, an enabling factor for
such a demonstration.

2.2 Live User Representation
The spatially and temporally aligned multi-view data are then re-
ceived from the broker and fused by the reconstruction sub-system.
A fully parallel Fourier-based 3D reconstruction method is em-
ployed [1] that allows for real-time processing on reasonable voxel
grid resolutions even on modest gaming laptops. This voxel based
volumetric representation is meshed into a geometric representation
via Marching Cubes [6]. It is also accompanied by per-vertex texture
blending metadata, estimated in tandem, which are then compressed
in an intra-frame manner, given the real-time restriction. These, in
addition to the acquired textures, are streamed to the system’s broker
and offer a live 3D user representation that can faithfully reconstruct
the appearance and shape of the user inside a virtual environment.
Multi-view texture blending allows us to mask the geometric qual-
ity defects (i.e.low resolution grid and lack of details), and offer a
realistic digital representation of the users in real-time.

3 REAL-TIME DEMONSTRATION

In this demonstration, we showcase the aforementioned volumetric
capture system and the newly introduced AVoidX game, which is
open-source and publicly available1. The full setup for the demon-
stration is illustrated in Fig. 3. Users are reconstructed in real-time
and play the game using the volume of their own bodies. We use a
64×128×64 voxel grid resolution to achieve real-time rates, even
with constrained processing (i.e. laptop). The game’s goal is to avoid
incoming walls, which are carved with empty regions, indicating
the poses that the users need to strike in order to safely avoid them.
With respect to the game logic, the users earn points by successfully
avoiding the walls and gathering virtual coins, while the top players
of the game are shown on a leader board. In this context, the user’s
shape and motions within the capturing area are directly mapped
into the virtual environment. Interestingly, the same applies in the
backward direction, as the incoming obstacles that the users need to
avoid virtually, occupy space in the physical world since the users

1https://github.com/VCL3D/AVoidX

Figure 3: Four sensors perimetrically cover the capturing space where
the user is placed watching and playing the game on a large screen.

seek to avoid them, and thus, move accordingly. This makes for an
interesting bridging of the virtual and real worlds that will elevate
the feeling of presence for the users within the game and similarly
impose the virtual world’s directives in the actions performed in
the real world. This is a novel concept that goes beyond previous
Augmented VR experiences [2] that restrained the users’ motions
and limited their interactions in triggered based events and body
posture based navigation. The AVoidX demonstration and in-game
video can be found on https://youtu.be/jt9EFqwH3Zg.
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